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Most electrical control cabinets used
within factory automation contain a form
of power supply typical technology is a
switch mode power supply (SMPS),
usually having a supply voltage of 230VAC
or 3 phase and an output of 24VDC to
comply with the low voltage and machine
directives.
In this application we are specifically looking at
failures of SMPS when supplied with 230VAC
and show you the benefits of using either a
wider input stage power supply i.e. 187550VAC or 3 phase input. All 230VAC SMPS
have a good supply operating range i.e. Lutze
products 90-264VAC to cover both 110VAC
and 230VAC supplies for standard control
cabinets. But if the input voltage rises over the
maximum allowed voltage i.e. 264VAC in this
instance, then the input stage may become
damaged dependant on the peak voltage
reached and the duration of time.
If the 90-264VAC input power supply is fed with
400VAC for more than a few mS then a failure
on the input stage is unavoidable!
Believe it or not, this a common failure with
230VAC power supplies. Why does this
happen?

Typical application with three-phase network
and neutral. The latter is used to obtain a
230Vac voltage in order to supply power to
loads (in the example, a simple lamp) and
power supplies.

A simple short-circuit on the load causes a
rise in the neutral’s potential, all the devices
connected to it will be powered between two
phases, i.e. with a value of approx.
340...400Vac instead of 230 Vac.

Figure 1 shows standard connections for a
230VAC power supply connected across a live
(L1) and neutral to deliver 24VDC to the control
circuit. You will also notice on a separate phase
(L2) a simple load of a lamp again connected to
the neutral.

Should a short circuit happen on the load (on
the separate phase (L2) to the power supply)
the neutral potential rises, any devices then
connected to the neutral and a phase will now
be powered between two phases i.e. 340400VAC instead of the 230VAC (see figure 2).
Another example where the neutral rises in
potential can be a disconnection or accidental
interruption of the panels neutral point, resulting
in the neutral rising to the phase voltage and
damaging any single (230VAC) phase supply
devices.
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If the input of the power supply is fed with
voltage higher than the maximum allowed for a
few mS, the immediate consequence is the
short circuit of the overvoltage input protection
varistor connected between L and N, or L1, L2,
L3 on 3 phase models with the varistor burning
or exploding.
When the varistor is shorted the AC line
overcurrent protection switches off the power
supply and blows any additonal internal
protection i.e. glass fuse for the power supply. If
the fuse is then replaced it will blow again as its
connected to a shorted varistor.
On 3 phase power supplies the input stage
components have higher operating voltages,
can be upto 900VAC which are then more
resistant to higher voltage peaks. Where as on
single phase power supplies the components
may only be rated at 400VAC.
Being able to work from 187 to 550VAC as with
the 722995 from Lutze, these are immune to a
phase to phase failure as described above,
allowing the desginated time of 300mS typical
for a protection device to blow.
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